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Redemptions from Equity Funds amounted to under than $500 million,
0.004%/AUM, outflows from Bond Funds a modest 0.002%/AUM.

I’m starting to see elements that could coalesce to prove the business 
cycle is intact and a recession may not be too far away.

Are the strategies that navigated the past ten years to make the PSN 
Top Guns of The Decade

The Russian Presidential election is on the 18th March, but unlike most 
normal votes this one is not seen as a key market risk event. 

We have seen a sustained depreciation of the IDR against the USD
since the beginning of February. The currency depreciation is mainly
attributed to a couple of factors

Move aside steel/aluminium tariffs, Section 301 action is the real storm

How does Trump's tariff plan impact EM Asia?

Eur/Nok looks on course for a retest of the 2018 lows ahead of the next
Norges Bank decision.

We argue the pair has further room for upside given the country's
deteriorating external balances and risks for further external shocks.

An issue is whether the SPD element of the Coalition will force the 
accumulated budget surplus of the Schaeuble years to be spent.

Bears in control while below 114.59/115.11. Further losses could 
extend towards the 110.30/109.92 support confluence.

Buy into any short-term corrective setbacks towards 2.003 as we await 
a resumption of the long term uptrendIn the new regime, banks will be governed by different ratio 

requirements subject to their balance sheet outlook. 
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Know the Flows

The Context

By Cameron Brandt, Director of Research

With Italy's general election signaling European populism is far from
defeated, US President Donald Trump's administration trying to flesh
out Trump's plans for fresh tariffs on steel and aluminum imports and
meetings of the European Central Bank and Bank of Japan impending,
mutual investors had plenty of reasons to keep a low profile during the
first week of March. And they did. Redemptions from all EPFR-tracked
Equity Funds amounted to less than $500 million, equal to 0.004% of
assets under management, while outflows from all Bond Funds totaled
an equally modest 0.002% of AUM.

Only Money Market Funds, often viewed as an equivalent for cash,
recorded significant inflows during the week ending March 7. Analysis
of cash holdings for EPFR-tracked Equity and Bond Funds, meanwhile,
shows that a majority of funds are fully invested in their respective
asset classes. These lean cash positions (see chart to the right) were
highlighted by members of a panel convened recently in London by
EPFR, who expressed the view that the industry as a whole may
struggle to respond to - or take advantage of - future market shocks.
For more on topics debated on the panel see HERE.

Behind the flat overall number for Equity Funds, money continued to
flow into Global and Japan Equity Funds with the former absorbing
over $4 billion for the eighth time in the 10 weeks year-to-date and the
latter extended an inflow streak that is now the longest in over four
years. China Equity Funds also recorded inflows for the sixth time in
the past seven weeks.

At the asset class and single country fund levels, Mortgage Backed
Bond Funds recorded their ninth consecutive inflow and Inflation
Protected Bond Funds took in fresh money for the 19 th time in the past

For further information on EPFR, please visit:
https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr

20 weeks while High Yield Bond Funds posted their eighth consecutive
outflow. Flows into Brazil Bond Funds hit a 22 week high and Russia
Bond Funds posted inflows for only the third time since the beginning
of August.

Only 3 of the 11 major Sector Fund groups tracked attracted fresh
money during the week ending March 7. The groups recording inflows
did not include Technology Sector Funds, which posted outflows for
only the fifth time since the beginning of 4Q17.

Financials and Commodities Sector Funds both absorbed over $1
billion. Around half of the headline number for all Commodities Sector
Funds went to those with gold mandates. Agricultural Commod Funds
took in fresh money for the 9th time in the 10 weeks YTD with the latest
inflow the biggest since late October. Drought and adverse weather
conditions in key suppliers have seen ag commod prices rally this year.

Back to Index Page

https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/81482/IFI_Discussion_Panel_Feb28_2018.pdf
https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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Sniffing Out The Next Recession

The Context

By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist

I was trying to fit in something about stormy days for trade (not the
least being the January deficit), productivity (which was 0% in Q4),
home sales (a weak spring says the NAR, WSJ Rising Rates Pose Test for
Housing Market), the broad declines in the Citi Economic Surprise
indices, and all those departures from the Trump Administration, but
figured that would be too cheap a shot.

(Excerpts of this appeared as a column in Bloomberg Prophets). Other
than in the most abstract sense, I don’t come across people talking
about a recession. Oh, there’s some that say the Fed needs to hike
today in order to have some bullets available when it hits because with
fiscal policy having gone awry monetary policy will be the only option.
But I’m starting to see elements that could coalesce to prove the
business cycle is intact and a recession may not be too far away. In
what follows, I share those whiffs at which I’m sniffing.

First and perhaps foremost there’s the Fed. They are hiking, have
hinted at an inclination to being more aggressive -- the doves have been
converted -- and lest we forget they are reducing their balance sheet
which on the margin puts upward pressure on rates from a pure supply
perspective. The yield curve is responding accordingly. I came across a
San Francisco Fed Economic Letter outlining the value of the yield curve
as an economic forecaster and how an inversion has preceded every
recession in the last 60 years. The authors challenged the notions that
this time might be different to explain the current flattening, but
conclude otherwise; the yield curve’s behavior remains a valid and
formidable predictor.

But we’re not inverted yet, you may say. Here I’ll counter the absolute
need for inversion. My concern is supply and other upward pressures
on longer rates even as the Fed hikes. I mean, of course, there’s
ballooning deficit that will exceed $1 trillion next year; debt held by the
public will extend well over the current 74.3% of GDP in the coming
years to 90+% in 2026 and that doesn’t include the impact of the recent
tax package. It was barely 40% at the end of the Reagan era. That has
to be paid for and I suspect it means via higher rates to attract overseas
buyers because, Lord knows, we don’t have enough savings on the
domestic front to fuel sponsorship.

This is an excerpt from Ader’s Musings. For the full article, please click HERE.

Back to Index Page

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/82109/Ader_FI_musings_-_March_9_2018.pdf
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2017 Top Guns of the Decade – A Decade of Chaos and Calm

The Context

By Ryan Nauman, Market Strategist

This decade started with a year that no one will forget, 2008, the year
that global markets were in a free fall, as investors felt the full wrath of
the credit crisis. The “Credit Crisis” (August 2007 – February 2009)
caused great losses in all equity markets. Most believe this recession
was in direct relation to the housing market bubble. The OFHEO home
price index reported its largest price drop in history; the average U.S.
home price dropped more than 18% during this time. During 2008, the
Russell 3000 was down 37.3%. Portions of the bond market were able
to stay afloat as investors fled to safety. Notably, the Bloomberg
Barclays U.S. Treasury: 1-3 Year index experienced a total return of
+6.67% in 2008. This period affected many, not only capital market
investors.

The next few years included a bounce back in markets, due to
unprecedented government intervention in the form of guarantees,
along with massive fiscal and monetary action, which helped stabilize
the markets. Between 2009 and 2012, the Barclays U.S. Corporate High
Yield bond index had a great four-year run, highlighted with a +58.2%
return in 2009. U.S. equities (Russell 3000 index) finally recovered from
the credit crisis in 2012, while international equities (MSCI EAFE)
recovered in 2014, and emerging market equities (MSCI Emerging
Markets) finally recovered in 2017. However, it wasn’t all roses during
these middle years, as fear struck the debt markets between May 2011
and May 2012; Standard and Poor’s downgraded Treasuries and the
Eurozone fought to prevent the collapse of the Euro, as some Eurozone
nations faced bankruptcy.

Back to Index Page

Below are the strategies that navigated the past ten years to make the
PSN Top Guns of The Decade.

U.S. Equity Top Guns of the Decade

 Loomis, Sayles & Company, L.P.: All Cap Growth (+13.8% for the 

decade)

 Atlanta Capital Management Co, LLC: High Quality Small Cap Equity 

(+13.0% for the decade)

 HS Management Partners, LLC: Concentrated Quality Growth Equity 

(+12.1% for the decade)

International Equity Top Guns of the Decade

 WCM Investment Management: Focused Growth International 

(+9.1% for the decade)

 Artisan Partners Limited Partnership: Artisan Non-U.S. Value (+9.0% 

for the decade)

 International Value Advisors, LLC: IVA Diversified International 

(+8.0% for the decade)

High Yield Top Guns of the Decade

 First Eagle Investment Mgmt., LLC: High Yield (+9.5% for the 

decade)

 Lord, Abbett & Co., LLC: High Yield Opportunistic (+9.3% for the 

decade)

Aegon USA Investment Management, LLC: High Yield Fixed Income 
(+9.1% for the decade)

This is an excerpt from Ryan's longer piece, click HERE for the full article.

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/2017-top-guns-of-the-decade
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Putin vs Apathy - The Only Contest of Note In This Election Non-Event

Back to Index Page

By CEE FX and Credit Team

• No contest – summary of opinion polls

The Russian Presidential election is on the 18th March, but unlike most
normal votes this one is not seen as a key market risk event. Putin is
expected to win his fourth presidential term, and by some margin,
which would make him the second longest serving political figure in
Russia, only next to Joseph Stalin’s reign of 24 years.

The previous presidential election, on 4th March 2012, was
characterised by an unrelenting campaign for fairer voting, spurred on
by the Russian legislative election four months earlier, that led to
instances of mass protests, in mid-late December 2011 and early May
2012 ahead of Putin’s inauguration, although these ultimately came to
nothing.

However, this time Putin has ensured that over the last six years he has
silenced any voices of dissent and protests have been few and far
between and on a much smaller scale. Whilst there was a whiff of hope
for change in 2011/12, that is not the case this time around.

Polling data points to a one-horse race - the other seven candidates are
expected to gain less than 15% of the popular vote, and while a similar
percentage of voters remain undecided, this is not likely to be enough
to sway the result in any meaningful way. However, it is worth taking
these numbers with a pinch of salt. Aside from the notable unreliability
of opinion polls generally, Russia’s only independent pollster Levada has
been designated a “foreign agent” is not publishing polls in the run-up
to the Presidential Election for fear of being shut down by the
authorities.

That being said, even allowing for a large margin for error, President
Putin’s lead looks entirely unassailable.

Putin, 65.1%Grudinin, 6.1%

Zhirinovsky, 
5.3%

Sobchak, 1.1%

Others, 1.2%

Spoil/Undecided/Abstain, 21.8%

Russian Presidential Election Polls 
(February Average)

Source: WCIOM, FOM, FBK 

Other key areas explored in this report are;

 Who are the other 'no-hope' candidates?

 The state of Russia's economy and how it is turning around just in 

time.

 How Putin has managed to retain such high popularity.

 The likely non-reaction in markets, but why Putin's fourth term 

could weigh on local assets.

This is an excerpt, for the full report click HERE.

https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/82075/Russian_2018_Election_Preview_Mar2018.pdf
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Eur/Nok And The Norges Bank
By Rachel Bex, Senior FX Analyst and
Ed Blake Chief Fixed Income Technical Analyst, Europe

Eur/Nok looks on course for a retest of the 2018 lows ahead of the next
Norges Bank decision, at which it looks increasingly likely that the Bank
will raise its interest rate path.

The pair has slumped over 10 big figures, from 9.6637 to 9.5586 so far
in the aftermath of firmer than forecast Norwegian CPI figures across
the board, with the headline coming in at 2.2% y/y versus 1.8%
expected and the underlying rate at 1.4% versus the 1.3% consensus.
The latter represents a marked leap from 1.1% last time, and brings us
even closer to the Norges Bank's new 2% inflation target (lowered last
week from 2.5%).

The data will certainly go some way in supporting the Norges Bank's
view that muted inflation may be temporary, with the Krone set to
make far more friends as a result. Improving growth dynamics in
Norway provide another reason to start building Nok longs, while the
lower inflation target should see a rise in the market's rate hike
expectations, to the benefit of the Krone (recall, the upbeat Norges
Bank regional network survey released earlier last week should start to
hold more weight as sentiment shifts).

Earlier this month, Eur/Nok plunged to a 9.5453 low (from 9.6901) after
the Norwegian Financial Minister announced that the inflation target
would be cut to 2% from 2.5%. This brings the target into line with its
neighbours, but it also prompted the Norges Bank to stress that the
move would not result in significant changes in the conduct of
monetary policy.

Nevertheless, there is no denying the fact that local dynamics are
changing, and with data of late pointing to a brighter outlook (a 0.4%

rise in Norwegian house prices last Monday perhaps a sign that house
price falls are also starting to bottom out) so selling EUR/NOK strength
looks set to emerge as a favoured speculative play.

Continued p8

The Norges Bank is now increasingly likely to raise their interest rate
path at this week's meeting (15th). A tighter labour market, the further
recovery in oil investment forecasts and expected higher rates abroad
are all cited as reasons for the move, which would tie up well with the
insistence of Norges Bank Governor Olsen that rates are likely to rise
this year.

So far, Eur/Nok is holding just above strong support at 9.5262, but techs
suggest a sustained break of 9.5262/9.5453 would suggest a major four-
month top and risk the 9.3914/9.4296 zone.
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Eur/Nok And The Norges Bank … Continued
•Fell from 9.9939 (21 Dec, 9yr high) to 9.5262 (29 Jan YTD low/12mth
rising trendline), before bouncing.

•However, the subsequent reversal from 9.8785 (9 Feb high) has
breached the 12mth rising trendline to threaten 9.5262 (now nr
200DMA).

•With daily/weekly studies easing, a sustained downside break would
signal a 4mth top under 9.9939 and risk the 9.3914/9.4296 zone.

•This consists of 50% of 8.7889/9.9939 at 9.3914, 1x 9.9939/9.5262 off
9.8785 at 9.4108 and 7 Nov 17 higher low at 9.4296.

•Only a failure under 9.5262 and/or a break back over 9.7293 (8 Mar
high) would offer relief and signal extended ranging under 9.8785.

•Completed a 38-month inverted head and shoulders base and
extended to 2.009 (6 Mar peak), before ranging.

•While any subsequent corrective dips hold over 1.805/1.846 (1 Feb low
and former Head/Shoulders neckline), watch for renewed yield
strength.

•A decisive clearance of 2.009 would initially expose 2.081/2.093 (.618x
0.864/1.878 off 1.455 and 50% of 3.321/0.864 fall).

•Only beneath 1.805 would caution and risk a deeper near term
correction to 1.696/1.699 (9-1/2yr falling trendline and 7 Jul 17 prior
range cap)

Back to Index Page
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Lira's Defences Are Eroding - Look For Usd/Try Spikes

By Chris Shiells, EM Managing Analyst & Andy Dowdell, Technical Analyst

USD/TRY edged up to 3.8291 highs at best following the Moody's

downgrade of Turkey's credit rating on March 7th, and we would argue

that the pair has further room for upside given the country's

deteriorating external balances and risks for further external shocks as

highlighted by Moody's.

 The market appears to be tracing out a multi-month Inverted Head

& Shoulders base.

 The 200-DMA continues to underpin wider momentum and the 50-

DMA is also starting to turn higher once again.

 Immediate focus is on the 3.8452/3.8495 area (near the projected

neckline of the Head & Shoulders pattern).

 Above there will firm for 3.8809/3.8970 next, and potentially, the

Nov'17 peak at 3.9826/ psychological 4.0000 level further out.

 Dips should see support around the 50-DMA/support at 3.7742.

 Bears need to breach the Feb 3.7387 reaction low to negate the

basing scenario.

Thus we see potential for Usd/Try to break through 3.8500 and test

3.8900, whilst the below technical chart suggests the 2017 record

peaks of 3.9826 and then the 4.000 handle are possible upside targets.

Continued p10
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Lira's Defences Are Eroding - Look For Usd/Try Spikes … Cont’d

Back to Index Page

Rationale

So far in 2018 the Lira has been rangebound vs the USD, (largely

contained to 3.75-3.85/Usd) thanks to a broadly weaker USD and the

protection of the Lira's high nominal yields to external headwinds, but

this shield is being eroded by runaway inflation and a widening C/A

deficit. This leaves the Lira at risk of sharp depreciation if the USD turns

stronger.

 Inflation has slowed the last three months, but this disinflation

trend is slowing and CPI remains in double digits (10.26% y/y in

Feb).

 The C/A gap has also started to widen out again, hitting USD7.1bn

in Jan, bringing the annualised deficit to USD51.6bn, the largest

since April 2014, whilst the Jan trade gap hit USD9.07bn in Jan.

 This coupled with high levels of external debt has raised concern

that the economy is overheating after it grew more than 11%

annually in Q3 2017.

 Thus interest rates remain too low to rein in the C/A gap and tame

inflation.

 This is being exacerbated by political tensions with the United

States over Turkey's incursion into Syria's Afrin and deteriorating

relations with the European Union, previously the major source of

foreign investment for Turkey's economy.
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Asia Credit Strategy: Looking at Chinese AT1s

The China Banking Regulatory Commission has reportedly decided to
allow its local branches to relax provisioning requirements for China
banks. In the new regime, banks will be governed by different ratio
requirements subject to their balance sheet outlook. Banks with more
stringent NPL recognition, more proactive NPL disposal and a higher
capital adequacy will enjoy an NPL provision coverage requirement of
120%-150% (versus minimum 150% previously) and a loan-loss-reserve-
to-loan ratio requirement of 1.5%-2.5% (versus minimum 2.5%
previously).

From an optimistic perspective, by adopting differing treatments for
banks, banks are encouraged to recognize NPLs and accelerate write-
offs, adding less pressure on banks' capital in the meantime.

However, from a pessimistic perspective, this may actually be a measure
in anticipation for the potential rebound in NPL ratios and formations,
to facilitate the deepening of deleveraging. It may also reflect central
government's intention to push for more accurate NPL reporting,
similar to the push for more accurate GDP reporting, which resulted in a
sharp reduction in GDP numbers in several local governments.

No matter, looking at the said provisioning requirements relaxation
optimistically or pessimistically, we expect banks will feel less capital
pressure at least over the next 3-6 months. As a result, they will find it
less necessary to issue subordinated bonds to replenish their capital in
the near-term. In other words, the supply of AT1 bonds from Chinese
banks for this year is likely to be less than initially anticipated. Given
that, we think it is necessary for us to take a closer look at the existing
AT1s from Chinese banks as some investors, who very much care about
supply, now might have more interest in these papers.

By Tim Cheung, Riki Zhang 
Simply speaking, the rule of thumb is that IG-rated corporate perps
offer relatively better value than bank AT1s at the current levels, while
bank AT1s offer better value than several BB/B rated HY credits. This
rule should be still valid, but Chinese bank AT1s might be at a more
advantageous position now because of their more favourable supply
outlook as a result of provisioning requirements relaxation.

Chart 1 shows the existing AT1s from EM Asia.

Continued p12
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Asia Credit Strategy: Looking at Chinese AT1s … Continued

ICBCAS 4.25% perp AT1 gives a yield-to-call 4.7%, slightly less than
some HY names. Issued by ICBC's Hong Kong subsidiary, it should not
be affected much by deepening financial deleverage in mainland China.
Meanwhile, it will get support from its parent, which is one of the Big-4,
in case of an unexpected sharp asset quality deterioration. However,
this paper has a weakness, which is a lower likelihood of being called.

Perhaps the risk of AT1s from Big-4 is somewhat overstated by ratings.
Most of them are rated Ba2 by Moody's, because AT1 ratings are
notched down from stand-alone ratings based on the ratings agency's
global methodology. However, the ratings do not reflect their status as
Big-4, which have central government's support/backing. We always
have to bear this "political reality" in mind when comparing Chinese
bank AT1s to HY corp names.

Then what about joint-stock banks? Unlike the Big-4, they could fail to
get support from the central government in case of sharp worsening of
their asset quality. Thus, we have to be extra-careful in looking at their
valuations. BOCOM, which is the 5th largest bank in China, should be
far better-treated by the central government than other joint stock
banks if something goes wrong. BOCOM 5% perp AT1, rated B1, is now
trading at 4.50% yield-to-call, 60bp wider than ICBCAS 6.00% perp AT1.

In our view, both issues will be called, but the former gives a yield
premium wider than what is needed to reflect its weaker credit quality.
Based on that, we think BOCOM 5% should be a good choice among the
Chinese AT1 issued outside Big-4 group.

Back to Index Page
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Asia FX Strategy: Indonesian Rupiah, Further Depreciation Beckons

We have seen a sustained depreciation of the IDR against the USD since
the beginning of February. The currency depreciation is mainly
attributed to a couple of factors:

• A widening of Indonesia's current account deficit to USD677mn in
Jan, highest since April 2014. Although January data may have been
extreme, some economists expect the deficit to widen seasonally by
around USD1.5-2.0bn in Q2 (note: historically, Indonesia usually has
its worst trade performance in Q2). For the full year 2018, we might
see a widening of the deficit by USD3.5bn to USD17.5bn,
representing 1.6% of GDP. The steady trade balance deterioration
since Q4 last year, coming mainly from capital goods trade,
particularly machinery, seems related to a pick-up in public and
private investment (chart 1 and chart 2).

• Acceleration of foreign outflows from both bonds and equities.
Global equity weakness contributed to net foreign selling of
Indonesian equities of USD760mn in February (chart 3). However, a
larger outflow came from the Indonesian bond market. Given the
market repricing of the Fed's rate hike pace in 2018, foreign
investors reduced their holdings of Indonesian bonds in February.
After surging IDR44tn in the first few weeks of the year, foreign
holdings of Indonesian government paper have decreased by as
much as IDR32tn from the peak registered on 23 January (chart 4).

• Cumulative IDR FX Flows has decreased recently (chart 5). That's
more pronounced in the real money investor sector. As far as
leveraged accounts are concerned, the flow reduction has also
turned drastic since January.

By Tim Cheung, Riki Zhang 

Continued p13
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Indonesian Rupiah, Further Depreciation Beckons … Cont’d

Given the forward looking risks to macro stability from the capex lift -
reflected in the widening of the current account deficit and the
expansion of public and private investment, the tone from BI is
expected to turn hawkish following a cumulative 200bp of cuts since
4Q15. The market might be starting to price this risk.

Since foreign investors' long positions in Indonesian bonds remain quite
stretched, we expect position unwinding will go on in the near-term.
That, combined with the market pricing a worsening of the trade
performance in Q2, will put more pressure on the IDR FX rate.

We reckon USD/IDR will finally surge through the resistance 13870 set
in November last year. An upside breach of this level will open up
upside risks to 14000.

Back to Index Page
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Are Trump’s Tariffs Just A Precursor To The Storm Of Section 301 Action? Part 1

By Jian Hui Tan 

Move aside steel/aluminium tariffs, Section 301 action is the real storm

While President Trump has irked many allies with his recent imposition of steel/aluminium tariffs, this may only be the precursor to a bigger storm
of Section 301 action against China on intellectual property theft.

The latest development is that this storm may be fast approaching, as he is reportedly considering clamping down on Chinese investments in the US
and imposing a broad range of tariffs on Chinese products as part of Section 301 action.

If he were to directly target China with Section 301 trade action (via unilateral restrictions on Chinese investments and/or huge fines) as it would
currently seem, that may be the final straw that breaks China's patience.
• For now, Chinese officials are still holding onto the view that Trump is playing a game of bluff and that when push comes to shove, he will back

down in the face of the heavy economic price that both sides would need to pay.
• Earlier, many were holding onto the view that the steel/aluminium tariffs and potential Section 301 action is like the other Trump political gambits

targeted at delivering the most political benefit to him, but the resignation of Trumps’ econ advisor, Gary Cohn, now lays bare the risk that he may
not be backing down and could be about to cause a global upheaval.

• This is best encapsulated by how Trump’s trade view will increasingly be shaped by protectionist voices such as Commerce Sec Ross, Director of the
National Trade Council Peter Navarro (who is a well known China hawk) and US Trade Rep Robert Lighthizer.

The abiding risk is that a US miscalculation could provoke a significant and instantaneous push-back from China.
• For what it's worth, China could turn to the WTO's formal dispute resolution mechanism.
• The bigger danger is that China could simply retaliate by closing off US business access (particularly the tech/aerospace sectors in a direct tit-for-

tat) to the Chinese market overnight, target US soybeans imports and by playing the US against its other trading partners and traditional allies.

In this sense, whether the current equity rebound (particularly pertinent for Asia) is a dead cat bounce or otherwise remains a question.
On this we still retain our view that volatility and risk aversion is set for an extended run and in this sense, look for safe haven Yen, Swiss Franc, USTs,
JGBs, Gold to stay supported.

Back to Index Page
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Are Trump’s Tariffs Just A Precursor To The Storm Of Section 301 Action? Part 2

Chart 1 shows that Korea (10%) is the largest Asian steel exporting
country to US, followed by Taiwan (4%) and India (2%).

Coincidentally, their currencies (especially KRW and TWD) are quite
equity-correlated. Thus, initially, we saw the KRW, TWD and INR
underperforming on the back of risk reduction.

How does Trump's tariff plan impact EM Asia?
As far as retaliation is concerned, we expect China will target US
soybean imports worth USD14 billion (chart 2), which averaged half of
all US agriculture exports to China over the last 5 years and for which
China is the largest export market, seven times larger than the second
export destination.

By Tim Cheung

In the very short run, the PBOC will be expressing unhappiness with
Trump's tariff plan by allowing CNY to depreciate moderately (note: it
might be expressed more in terms of CFETS index than in FX rate against
USD).

Longer-term, rather than the currency rate, China's inflation outlook is
likely to be more impacted. Here we expect China's domestic food
inflation pressure will unavoidably accelerate if Beijing imposes tariffs
on US soybean imports.

Back to Index Page
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Germany’s Twin ‘Problem’

Germany has the opposite ‘problem’ to the US, namely twin surpluses
… which combine to irk President Trump’s seemingly mercantilist
approach to the trade balance/current account. Chancellor Merkel is
sworn in for a fourth term (Wednesday). One issue is whether the SPD
element of the Coalition will force some or all of the accumulated
budget surplus of the Schaeuble years to be spent.

This should help to reduce the current account surplus, but not necessarily
the trade surplus. The other issue germane to the markets is whether Ms
Merkel and Co. feel as though they have the political capital across the
Eurozone to support a Jens Weidmann candidacy for the ECB Presidency
without giving up too much in return (we wrote a bit HERE recently and
see a more recent FT piece HERE). Who said central banks were
independent!

By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Editor/Analyst
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https://www.informagm.com/stories/1343138
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CHF/JPY – Extending Lower Off Multi-Month Double Top
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
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• Reversed lower off the Jul/Feb,
118.61/118.56 multi-month double top.

• Short-term momentum continues to point
lower, although the decline off 118.56 is
starting to look extended.

• Bulls would need to clear 113.49 followed
by the 114.59/115.59 area to stabilise.

• While we cap below the latter, scope is seen
for a deeper drop to the 110.30/109.92
area, possibly.

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, 

fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please 

contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Bears in control while below 114.59/115.11.
Further losses could extend towards the
110.30/109.92 support confluence.

Resistance Levels 

R5 118.61 10 July 2017 high, near the 2 February 2018 high at 118.56 
R4 116.55 200-Week MA 
R3 115.11 21 February 2018 high 
R2 114.59 26 February 2018 high 
R1 113.49 6 March 2018 high 

Support Levels 

S1 110.30 50% of 102.00-118.61 rally, near 1.382x 118.61-112.57 projected off 118.56 at 110.22 
S2 109.92 20 April 2017 high, near 25 April 2017 low at 110.05 
S3 108.79 1.618x 118.61-112.57 projected off 118.56 
S4 108.34 61.8% of 102.00-118.61 rally 
S5 107.69 17 April 2017 low 
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US 2Yr Breakeven - Minor Pullback Possible Before The Uptrend Resumes
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
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• Channelled up from the 2016 base at .996 to
reach February’s 2.116 peak, before ranging.

• The emergence of daily RSI/Momentum bear
divergence suggests potential for a near term
corrective setback.

• However, any such move is deemed
temporary and should hold over the
1.963/2.003 support zone.

• Longer term studies remain constructive and
hint at an eventual clearance of 2.116
targeting 2.170/2.171.

• Sustained gains would then expose clustered
resistance between 2.301/2.320 (levels from
2014).

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, 

fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please 

contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into any short-term corrective setbacks
towards 2.003 as we await a resumption of the
long term uptrend. Above 2.116 targets 2.171 and
potentially 2.320. Place a protective stop under
1.963.

Resistance Levels 

R5 2.367 2014 peak – 10 January and 76.4% retrace of 2.791/0.996 fall 
R4 2.320 11 July 2014 high 
R3 2.301 1 August 2014 lower high, near a seven year tentative falling trendline at 2.306 
R2 2.171 4 September 2014 lower high, near 1 April 2014 former low at 2.170 
R1 2.116 2018 peak – 26 February, near 61.8% of 2.791/0.996 at 2.106 and 23 Dec 13 low at 2.118 

Support Levels 

S1 2.003 6 February 2018 minor higher low 
S2 1.963 24 January 2018 low 
S3 1.900 12 January 2018 minor higher low 
S4 1.851 26-month rising channel support 
S5 1.737 29 November 2017 higher low 
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